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How much can we influence the universe around us?

And our own bodies?

Words influence ; movements influence.
The famous ‘Butterfly effect’ theory implies that it is possible for you to influence the universe through your
every movement .
Recently a model helicopter was launched by the power of the mind, and prosthetic limbs are now controlled
by 'thought' .
Musicians since the 1950's have used a curious instrument known as a 'Theramin' which responds to the
operator simply waving their hands in the air to create musical tones . No ‘Physical’ contact takes place .
But there is also another way of acting in the universe, where quantistic science has its place. This way of
acting is not new, very little understood by most, and is only understood in practice by very few
Practitioners of the Ancient art called 'Magnetism' always understood that the power of the current we set
forth into the universe actually has no bounds .
It is clear that there is an element that links all things together in the universe . This has always been known
in select circles under the name of 'Quintessence' . However a contact with this 'Quintessence' must be
encouraged and carefully developed through the aid of experienced tutors .
It is what in quantistic term would be called contacting the "zero point energy".
How do we do this ?
The essential ingredients and components of Magnetism and polarity are 'natural' within the human body .
We are in a sense both 'Batteries' and 'Magnets' , transmitters and 'receivers' in our essential physical
structure . This polarity is exhibited even on the most obvious level , as we speak and we hear others speak
. But throughout history there has always been very few people who have explored deeply the more 'subtle'
elements that we are comprised of as human beings .
The previous analogy of a radio is a good one , for just as we must 'tune in' an old style radio to a frequency
, we must do the same with our awareness of our 'subtle' energies .
Now I will explain how we can influence another person in a very simple way through what are called
"magnetic passes".

WHAT ARE MAGNETIC ‘PASSES’ ?
They are specific movements that ‘act’ upon another person .
I use them in my practice as a Hypnotherapist and Magnetist to bring other people into a feeling of
‘wellbeing’.
Magnetic 'Passes' have been the main 'focus' for 'Magnetists' to materialise their intentions in their subjects
Working on other people needs training but is a very rewarding path .

A brief example of a simple magnetic pass that you can try on yourself.
This can enable an initial contact with that 'essence' which you will develop much further .
1  Take your hand ( Active hand ) , holding out your other ( receptive ) hand beneath it . The palms
of both hands facing downward .
2  Start from the wrist and gently move the 'active hand' across the length of your 'receptive' hand .
3  Returning to the same point above the wrist continue and notice any 'sensations' that arise . In the
early stages if the sensations are not so strong , you may return to the exercise again later . This way
you will notice that you are able to tune in to the 'Magnetic' current more easily . The sensations are
likely to also become ‘amplified’ the more you practice . This is due to an increase in your awareness
.
But we can go even further. If we also develop our vitality magnetic passes will act stronger.
We have very powerful methods to aid each individual to increase vitality .
In our current day , we have a central school in 'Nice  'Cotes d'Azur' headed by dr.Marco Paret who is the
pioneer of the new resurgence of magnetism and mesmerism' . There we study deeply the methods and
practices linked to the ancient arts of Magnetism , Fascination and Presence.
An 'International Society of trainers' is also attached to the school in 'Nice' to enable contact to the
tradition in various other countries .
I invite you to explore further very powerful exercises to develop your awareness and energy . We have many
of these exercises that are very useful for personal development as well as being useful for later therapeutic
work .
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